INDEPENDENT FILM ESSAY
For those with limited time, what follows is a brief summary of some points in the essay below The independent film
industry is in crisis. Very few distributors.

A wide screen TV. But there exists a developed independent cinema behind the formed system of filmmaking.
Levy E. It catches a lot of attention even without entering the mainstream, simply because the industry has
elevated into a different level already. Is there an answer to all of this that that can lead to savior for this
important art? American independent cinema. Hollywood film usually is a big budget blockbuster with a
superhero in the center. Is it possible that independent will substitute expensive blockbusters in future? The
producers will continue making money with their low budgeted and cheaply made flicks. So, it depends on the
viewer whether it is the truth for him or not. One of their questions saw them spread out a number of famous
black-and-white documentary photographs. Even though the tools are less expensive, making a film is still an
expensive venture. They create because they have to, even at their own peril. American cinematograph we
often associate with Hollywood, which is the major movie centre in the United States. Rafal Morusiewicz
Academic Writing M. One of the most important things of independent cinema is a problem of modern author.
The independent authors protest against the American dream illusion of reality, social fantasy about a
superhero who rescues America and the whole world. It orientates on the masses that strive for sensation every
time. Great moments, be they an element within or films as a whole, will fade in obscurity. Nobody measures
them. So what happened? Under this condition, the viewers will not be benefited and will emerge as losers in
the end. So, like my producing partner Noah Lang says, find your way inside the castle, put on the best
mixtape ever, turn the volume up to 11 and make everyone forget why they forgot to invite you in the first
place. It is difficult to name an exact birthday of indie cinema. The History Channel. References 1.
Discovering original ways to make do with the means at hand is, for a creative artist, itself a hallmark of art.
Seek out an apprenticeship or a mentor. Independent cinema is a springboard for many young directors who
start their career with indie cinema. It is often said that Hollywood makes its films for the fifteen to
twenty-five year old boys, while the independent film world makes its films for those who have a bit more life
under their belt. It has the power to build or destroy the society and its people, because film is a very
influential medium.

